Innovation !
Quality !
Value !

NEWSLETTER
Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to the May newsletter.
Well it seems the euro has finally stabilized at 1.06 USD level and despite this we are still
holding our old prices giving you in effect a 25 pct discount as per this time last year , as
far as stocks last and that wont be , forever ....
PRODUCT NEWS
LIGHTNING-STRIKE
The new LIGHTNING-STRIKE is now in full production and can come to the Eu in June, it
can run from 1 to 4 strike perf heads.
Main features:
• Faster than any other machine that we know of 8000 sheets @ a4 single crease/h with
full 10cm pile.
• Fittable with any of the multi accessory options => cross perf, linear perf, linear slit,
linear score, etc.
• Computer controlled: 1 to 4 stepping strike perf channels option, with min 5 mm to full
line length.
• Extension tray to 900mm x infeed 370mm wide
This brings the spec of the machine comparable to the highest European level by at
about 50% less cost.
Prices start as from 4999€ (launch price).

LIGHTNING-STRIKE
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EZCARD CUTTERS
New direct PC control of our card cutters via bluetooth link (option).
The EZCARD A4 and SRA3 are now able to be controlled direct from your PC.
- Start and Stop.
- Layout setting of cut lines including customized settings via a simple to use screen.
- Run length.
- Blade sharpening program.
By far the most modern card cutter or any on the market and by far the least expensive!!!
The machine can be delivered with the CD software and bluetooth stick for a very moderate extra cost of 299€ (launch price).
We look forward to your inquiries.

EZCARD-CUTTERS

May order promotions, ends 31 may....:
as long as stocks last, 1st come 1st served...
Trident 66, order in may and get the stand @ just 29.99€ !! (usually 299€) save 269€ !
Trident 46, same conditions ....
EZcrease multi (hand fed) get a HD stapler for free for booklet making....
EZcard A4, get a light duty hand corner rounder for free, or 400€ off a 7 tool corner
rounder.
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TRITON
Seen at the China south print fair in Donguan in
April.
Works wall, about 40% faster than the UK make
and with factory fitted full pneumatics on all
rollers (not a after market retro- fit).
Prices starting at 4999€ (launch price).

MULTI AIR cross perf now as fine as 48tpi.
A new japan sourced perf comb has up to 48 tpi.
Available as a spare part.
MULTI AIR new edge perf wheel for registers now shipping.
The perf wheel we mentioned in the last briefing is now available, so far 3 clients are
using it.
EASYFOILER
In a short while we will begin to offer a A4 sized PC controlled 600dpi foiling machine (no
need to print the sheet for the foil the adhere like on the Taiwan foiler).
Foil adheres to most substrates (eg leather)
PDF will follow soon.
Price point will be about 2999€

Technical support and parts supply.
As usual Dumor is the only supplier of lo cost china binders and cutters to have a full
parts stock.
However now we have even more good news.
We have been on a 4 day factory training on each cutter and binder that we sell and are
the only EU distributor to have the full factory training certificate on these products!!!
In addition we are able to supply at short notice and moderate cost parts for most other
makes of china machines whose importers have abandoned support for....
Good hunting and have fun in May
Dumor crew
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